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Bankjng

by Kathy Burdman

Loans only Volcker could love
In fact, the criterion is that to

The Fed chairman considers any bad [bero-American debt good,
if it's on eitibank's books.

be

overlooked, the debtor's bad debt
simply has to be big enough and bad
enough to bankrupt the monetary sys
tem. The Interagency Statement also
makes plain that only the worst loans
will be protected.
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to rip up U.S. banking regulation on
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world economy of providing contin
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Mexican pesos, and other soft money.

when:
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economic
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functioning of the adjustment process,
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"However, the country is taking
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through economic adjustment mea
sures, as part of an IMF program.

standing credit," it states.

like Mexico or Brazil, or it will cut off
new credit and undermine the IMF's
power!"
Wallich explained that these big
debtors will be exempt from penalties

up to $4.5 billion of that in cruzeiros.
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This was revealed in an interview
last week with a source close to Volek

source,
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have their loans classified as "value

er, who gave the Fed chairman's inter

Wallich told a meeting of top New

impaired," and the loan principal writ

pretation of the Dec. IS, 1983 "Inter

York bank executives at Citibank Feb.

ten off.

agency Statement on Examination

12 that this means a debt can now be
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similarly with other big debtors.
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